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Abstract 
Seismic imaging techrriques together I&-it11 sorrre rrorr-lirrecrr /1c,trrr!fi1r7rrirr,q 1 r r . c .  rr.scvl to rc,.sr~l~v, ol?joc.t.s rrrrcl strrrcrrrre.~ irr the 
shallow subsurface ( t o  -3 m depth) r~sitrg 15-33 kH: hcr~rcl .si,~rrcrl.s. 771rj irr.srrrr~i~c~rrr l l . S e , c / / r ~ l -  r11i.s .strrc/y is prr~l>ortiorrcd a8er  
conventional multichrrnrrel sei.smic s?:stc~rri.s, hrrr i.v trhortr 3 o,rlcr:v 111' rrrtr,qrritrrclc, .sr~rrrller. This ,qrorrretrS crrrcl very-high 
frequency source al1ow.s us to iincr~e str-rrc~trrrc,s orr cr sc.trlc of'  -0. I rrr. rrrrcl 111 c1~rcc.t c ~ . r ~ r  sr~rtrllcr-.sc.trle o1~jec.t.~. While 
imaging theory is ir~deperrderrt o f  .sctrlr. 11rtrc.ric.tr1 crl~l~lic~trtiorr of'hi,qlr~frc~qrrc~rrc.y irrrrr,qi~r,q rrclrrirc,s c.orrtirrctet1 irriproivement 
in our ability to djrirrmicoll~ loc.trtc, rlr~, s/~trtitrl />osiriorr c~/'l>otlr sorrrc.cs crrrcl rc,c.c~i~~c~,:r. 

Introduction 
The theory used for se~s~nic  Imilglng of the earth's suhsurfncc I I I IS 111iIependcnt oI' sci~lc. Therefore. s~noll scale (<lm) 
acoustic anomalies theoretically may be ~mageil \vitli the h~noll-sci~ls eil~~iv;~lent (11 a conventional ~nultichnnnel seismic 
system. In shallow-water env~ronlnents these i ~ n o ~ n ; ~ l ~ e s  rnay be relatcil to n;~tur;~l ~eologic iictivity. (small vents or frlults) 
or to indigenous biologic activity. (~nounds. boroughs. or large shells). or e\.cri to Ilutiian i~ctivi~y (shipwrecks. plane 
wrecks, explosive mines, waste mounds. etc.). I~n;~ging of surf;icc ant1 suhrurl;lcc ~~npetlance ~nis~nntches with sub-meter 
resolution allows detection :tnd more nccurilte dcter~ninntion of the nat~11.c ( 1 1 '  \111all iinonialies. The ~iiultiple offset data 
obtained with multichannel seismic (MCS) systenis ~iiokes i t  possible to Ineasure the cornpl-e\~ional and shear velocities 
within the sediments. These data ~ n ~ t k e  i t  possible to estimates the physical properties of the sediments und, therefore, 
provide a critical constraint to Interpretation of the seis~nic imagery. 

Instrumentation and Data 
The data (acoustic targets) used for this study were located In a test range in Puget Sound. The targets were 0.0251~1 
diameter armored coaxial cables. some positioned on and some beneath the seafloor. The system used to take these data is 
scaled directly from the Deep Towed AcousticsIGeophysics System (DTAGS) that was developed at the Naval research 
laboratory (NRL) several years ago 121. DTAGS has been used successfully to study subbottom structures on the scale of 
-4 m; the new system was designed to resolve features -0.1 m scale. The I6 receivers used with the very-high frequency 
system are 0.2 m apart and are attached to the same rigid frame as the source (Fi~ure I J .  The nearest offset hydrophone is 
3.441 m from the source while the furthest offset sensor is 6.441 m from the source. The source has a 40" beam width and 
is directed back toward the array at an angle of 30" from vertical. The receiving hydrophones have omni-directional 
rasponse within the lower halfspace. Each shot trace (i.e.. the data recorded by an individual hydrophone for a given source 
pulse) in this survey consists of 10000 samples with a sample interval of 1.0 xl0-5 s. For each survey line. the source was 
tired 100 times. once every 0.2 s: the shot spacing ranged from 0.06 m to 0.09 m making the lines 6 to 9 m in length. The 
effective penetration in the soft sediments sampled was up to -10 m. Data were acqu~red using both single frequency (25 
kHz) tone bursts of 4 cycles with wider frequency-band FM sweeps. Figure 2 shows the amplitude spectra of signals from 
the two lines discussed in this study. Each spectra computed from an average of 1500 independent "shots". 
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Figure 1. Geometry of UHF-MCS system. Note tlie ~ l ~ r c c r ~ o ~ l a l ~ t y  of the \ourcc 

Note the significant Increase tn b;~ndwirlth for the chirp L I ; I ~ ; I  ( w e  1:igurc 2 )  allo\v~n: ti)r s~gnific;~ntly enhanced time 
resolution. The spectral chlrp data were decon\.olve~l using ;in estlli1;ite ofthe \r;l\elet ~naclc hy stack~ng. in phase, all water 
bottom arrivals on channel 2 (the nearest-offset cii;~tinel) ot'th;it line. Note th;~i therc \\.;I\ n o  tac~lity o n  the MCS system to 
obtain the source function directly so we used the tlil.ect \r:itrr hotto111 ~.cflectic>~i. Hel-c \\.e ;~ssutllc tli;~t the uppermost 
subbottom structure is laterally uncorrelatrd i~nd \ \ i l l  intel-l'erc ~lc\tructivcly. \\.Iie~-e;l\ thc Ji~-cctIy rellccted source signature 
will add constructively. 

UHF Spectra 

Figure 2. Amplitude spectra of 4-cycle pulse (dark line) and 15-35 ~ H L  chirp (I~ght line) source signals 

Practical Aspects of Imaging 
The objective of t h ~ s  study was to use seismic imaging theory and methods adapted from conventional hydrocarbon 
exploration which. usually. makes use of signals in the 10-80 Hz band. to image .;mall scale acoustic ;~no~nalies on and just 
below the sea floor. Previously. we have used these techniques to study features to -4 m wale to more than 7.50 In depth 
using a multichannel seismic system with a 250 Hz - 650 Hz source. Our experience with that system indicated that 
although the imaging theory is certa~nly Independent of scale. practical aspects of position~ng. (towing) the system, and 
therefore significant portions of the processing are not [3]. These aspects become even more critical when using the very- 
high frequency (UHF) signals in the 10-40 kHz band where wavelengths are on the order of centimeters. 

In particular, uncertalntles from GPS posltlonlng of several m are of v~rtually no consequence for convent~onal 
explorat~on seismlc wavelengths of 20 m, but for wavelengths of 0.06 m uncertalnttes of thls magn~tude substantially 



degrade the ability to correlate events from different survey lines. Fortunately. uncertainties in relative position (shot to 
shot spacing) can be constrained to be much smaller. Although steady towing at speeds less than I kt is extremely difficult, 
low sea state, careful operation, and the relatively short time over which the experiment is performed allow for a reasonably 
consistent (-0.005 m) shot spacing over the course of a short. 8 rn survey line. To further constrain shot spacing system 
accelerations in the vertical and the two horizontal planes also were recorded. The integrals of the these ilccelerations 
provide significant improvement in determination of relative shot spacing and shot-receiver depths. As we will show. 
further engineering efforts in terms of system stability will be required to reach tlie full potential of tlie resolution available 
with a 10-40 kHz source frequency. 

In contrast to these inter-shot limitations. some aspects of this scale of exploration are significantly simpler than in 
conventional MCS work. For example, because the source and receivers are ~nounted on a rigid frame. the uncertainty in 
the relative positions of the source and receivers is essentially zero. There is no strealner feathering (i.e.. curvature of the 
receive array), and no problems with portions of the streamer sinking or floating. (changes in the orientation, or pitch are 
small relative to the resolution of the system). Also. because of the frequencies used. one need not be concerned with 
maintaining a quarter wavelength source depth to reduce ghosting. In fact the system is towed at depth to maintain good 
angular coverage over the target. Multiples and ghosts from the air water interfice tend to be significantly scattered due to 
the roughness of this interface at the scale of -0.01 111. ;lnd generally ;~rrive too Inte to interfere with subsurface reflections. 

Another fortuitous aspect of processing these UHF data IS the rel;rtively small \,ariation in colnpressional velocity both 
vertically and laterally in the sediments penetrated. As P-wnve velocity increases, penerratlon is reduced, so the velocity in 
the penetrated sediments ranges from 1474 m/s in tlie water colu~nn to t.:lrely more than - 1550 m/s, or n change of -5%. 
Contrast this with the more than 100% cha,tge for convention;ll seis~nic work. As shcrwn later these relatively mild velocity 
changes greatly slmplify the velocity analyses and ~nigrations, two i~nportont and usually time consuming parts of 
conventional imaging. 

In light of the above observations the first prlorlty 111 Ilnoglng these dat;~ \\.;I\ to determine the actual shot spacing for 
each line. This can be accomplished in several way\. one of which is to iter;rti\.ely r i ~ r ~ r ; ~ t r  the near trace gather with the 
known water velocity and trial shot spacings. The w:iter veloc~ty was deter~nineil to he I471 f 3 ~nlsec. calculated from the 
slope of the direct-wave arrival across the array. PI-eli~ninary velocity nnolyse\ confir~ned this value and also confirmed that 
the receiver array was flying level (with respect to the resolution of the systc~n). Proper shot spacings were determined by 
varying shot separations used for migration until the diffraction hyperbolae li.om rough water bottom features or in one case 
a buoy floating 2 m above the bottom (see Figure 3) were opti~nolly collnlrscd. 111 w ~ n c  cases the optilnal collapse was not 
quite complete due to slight changes in shot spacing over tlie course of the line. The sliot spacing corresponding to optimal 
near-trace migration was determined to be reasonably consistent within ;I l~nc  (+ 0.005 m). but v;~rietl among lines between 
0.06 and 0. I m. Another way to determine shot sp~lcing is to identify the hame \~n;tll hotton) feature on hoth the near and filr 
channel records. Half of the distance between the two channels tlivltled by the ncinlher ot. shots hetween the features' 
appearance on the two records yields another esti~nnte of the shot spnclnp. Tlic\c two ~netliods y~elded consistent estimates. 
Because the shot spacing remaned reasonably constant over the line\ used here. and becnuse irregular shot spacing 
complicates the processing, the acceleration values were not used and the shot \p;lc~tlg wah arsulned to be constant. 

Imaging the Data Field 
The primary goal of imaging is the notion of focusing; this is done by ;tpply~~ig oper;lt~lr\ that concentrate the scattered 
wave energy back to a reflection "point". Although in some cases n traditional imaging approach of common midpoint 
gathering followed by move out correction, stacking, migration may produce a hat~\f;ictory Image with UHF data, we wish 
to address the problem more comprehensively. 

When used as an ~maging tool, beamforming IS equivalent to prestack ~nigration. Conslder an image point P(xi.zi) 
located in the vertical plane defined by our linear array. This polnt will be ensonified by several shots as the system passes 
by. When each source pulse arrives we assume based on Huygens' principal that t h ~ s  image point behaves as a secondary 
point source. The spher~cal wave (we assume for now a constant veloc~ty medium) enranatlng from this secondary source 
strikes each recelver located at (x,,z,) in the array at a tllne glven by: 

where V IS the veloclty of the medlum. and (x,,z,) 1s the source locat~on The tmt term I\  \11nply the tlme to the \econdary 
source, and the second term 8s the tlme from the secondary source to the recelver Summ~ng along t h ~ s  trajectory (I~nearly 
lnterpolat~ng as necessary tor dlglt~zed data) IS the mathematical equivalent ot phys~cally bend~ng the array ~n a c~rcular arc 
whose center IS occup~ed by the polnt P T h ~ s  summation IS performed for each Image polnt P(x,,z,) ~n the vert~cal plane to 
produce the final Image. Sample ampl~tudes are multipl~ed by thew arrlval tlme to compensate for spherical d~vergence. 
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Beamforming, or migrating in this ray-based manner also allows for a simple way of incorporating the directivity of the 
source. Recall that the source transducer used in this study is directed 30" froni tlie vertical. and lias ;I beam width of 40". 
(suggested by the asymmetric nature of the large diffraction hyperbola in Figure 3. top. Ieft). For the ray from the source to 
each image point (first term of Equation I) the angle with the vertical is easily cotnputed. G a ~ n  is applied to the sample 
amplitudes along the trajectory corresponding to this image point to compensate f~xr the source directivity. When the irnage 
point is too far outside the beam (where source levels fall belo\\, the noise level) it cannot be imaged so no trt~jectory is 
computed and the image value is set to zero. 

This operation was applied to every shot of line plOOl (Figure 3 top. left) \v~tll the result slio\vn In Figure 3 center. Ieft. 
As with any prestack migration the diffraction from the buoy is nently collop\etl. \\bile the very tl;~!. somewll~t dipping 
seafloor is not significantly altered. Careful inspection directly belou the hut>! reveal2 tlie c:thle. \vhich lias apparently sunk 
several cm into the mud. 

Note the difference in frequency content between Figures 3 top. left and center Ieft. The he;~mfortning was applied as 
described above to one shot at a time. The contributions to the Iln;lge sp;~cc from netghboring shots will overlap and 
because of the uncertainties In the shot position tlie 1111crge contrihut~on.; tl.o~n tllese sep:~~-ate shots may interfere 
destructively, when we would like them to interfere constructivel!,. Oris \\a! to ~liir~gate this problem is to slightly blur the 
images by reduce the effective frequency range through cotllputing the in\tatit:~neous a~nplitude ;lnd h:undpi~ss filtering. This 
reduces the frequency range from 15-35 ~ H L  to 1-15 kHL. ~nnking the uncert:~intie In shot position stnnller relative to the 
dominant wavelength, and aiding constructive intert'erence. Resolution ;)nil litll;lr~t!. inti)rtti;~tion ;Ire sacrificed to obtain a 
clearer image. 

Beamforming with Robust Norms 
The nature of the beamfortn~ng algorithm nllo\w fix the easy i~nplctt~cntatic,n 0 1  ;I IIIIII-e sopliist~c;~tecl tlieast~re of coherency 
along the trajectory of Equation I than ;I siniple su1lllli;ltlon. Sonv of the t1;1(;1 prc\cnteil in I:igure 3 \\,ere computed using a 
family of norms which are computed using tlie gencrali/.cd meon (41 \\hiell i\ 1lclinr.J by: 

where the function sgn() (the slgn of the \,ari;thle) 15 rcqu~red to ~ l l ; l i t l t i ~ i t ~  lhc 111tcg1-11y 111' the pol;rrily infortiintion. i.e. on 
which side of the origin the norm lies. It has heen sl~o\vn 15 1 t11;1t li)r \ I I I ; I I I  \ign;~l-tu-noi\e I. ;I~~(Is with ~ t~ ix~d-G; tu~s i i~n  noise 
distributions, 0.33 < a < 0.5 produces a s~gnificontly hetter e\tltil;rtc ol the \ I ~ I I : I ~  tl1;111 (Ioe\ 1111. c~~ive~i t ion ;~I  su~iitni~tion ( a  
= I). Note that when a = 0,  the generalized Incan 1s cquiv;~lent to " I I ; I I - ~  I I I I I I I I I I~" .  ;I t ec l~n iq~~e  tIi;rt works well when tlie 
noise field is uniformly distributed (reference). 

We incorporated the La norti1 operator into the hei~tlili~rt~ler hy IICCLIII ILI~; I I I I IF  at C;ICII 1111ilyc po1111 the tern1 under the 
radical in Equation 2 regardless of which shot tlie samples cnrnc t'ron~. :\lrcr ;111 \hot\ h;~d contrihutctl to tlie itnnge the a 
root and rest of Equation 2 was computed. The olgorithni \vah then applieil to linc pIOOI \vith the rc\ults shown in Figure 3, 
(bottom, left). Note the significant enhnncetnent of the signal coti~lx~reil to 1:igurc 3 Iccntcl.. left). ;~ltliough the cable near 
the water bottom is still difficult to distinguish from tlie water botto~n reflection. 

Because one important application of this kind of processing is the detection of \m:~ll ohlect\ olten we Inny wish to 
emphasize point diffractors, and de-emphns~~e layered geology, essentially tile ol>po\~tc (11 uonvenr~onal imaging strategy. 
One way to accomplish this is to use the apparent clip of diffmct~on hyperhola\ 10 c l i~c.~.~~n~n:~te azalnst layered horizons. 
Horizontal events are easily removed from un~ii~grnted comlnon offset gather\ hy l ' req~~c~iey-u.;~venu~~iher. (F-K) filtering 
(Yilmaz 1988). Channel 2 of line PI001 before F-K filtering. (Figure 3 top. I~.l't) i \  clomin;ltetl hy the water bottom event. 
After F-K filtering to remove horizontal events. (Figure 3 top. right) the diffraction hypcrholas fn)m the c:tble and the 
attached buoy are quite evident. The F-K filtering is applied to each common ofhet gather independently. 



We incorporated the La norm operator into the beamformer by accumulatmg at each image point the term under the 
radical in Equation 2 regardless of which shot the samples came from. After all shots had contributed to the image the 
root and rest of Equation 2 was computed. The algorithm was then applied to line p1001 with the results shown in Figure 3, 
(bottom, left). Note the significant enhancement of the signal compared to Figure 3 (center, left), although the cable near 
the water bottom is still difficult to distinguish from the water bottom reflection. 

Because one important application of this kind of processing is the detection of these small objects we may wish to 
emphasize point difttactors, and de-emphasize layered geology, essentially the opposite of conventional imaging strategy. 
One way to accomplish this is to use fhe apparent dip of diffraction hyperbolas to discriminate against layered horizons. 
Horizontal events are easily removed from unmigrated common offset gathers by frequency-wavenumber, (PK) filtering 
161. Channel 2 of line PlOOl before F-K filtering, (Figure 3 top, left) is dominated by the water bottom event. After F-K 
filtering to remove horizontal events, (Figure 3 top, right) the diffraction hyperbolas from the cable and the attached buoy 
are quite evident. The F-K filtering is applied to each common offset gather independently. 

To further enhance these coherent events a coherency filter can be applied. Much of the noise in these data IS 
incoherent from trace to trace within a shot gather or from shot to shot in a common offset gather. At each sample of each 
trace in the common offset gather semblance is measured over a suite of trajectories within user specified dips. In these 
examples this range was -6 to +8 samples per trace and each trajectory extended 3 traces on either side of the current trace. 
A time window of 10 samples was used for the semblance calculation. Semblance values range from 0 for completely 
uncorrelated events to 1 for identical events along the specified trajectory. The semblance value from the most coherent 
direction was multiplied to the original amplitude of the sample. The same procedure is applied to each sample of the 
common offset gather, resulting in a significant reduction in the incoherent noise (Figure 3 center, right). In this Figure the 
point diffractors dominate the image. 
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Once the F-K and coherency filters were applied to each common offset gather the data were reordered into shot 
gathers and the beamforming algorithm was applied as before, again with a=0.4, (Figure 3 bottom, right). Note the 
spectacular enhancement of the point diffractors, particularly the cable near the surface whlch was previously barely 
detectable. Both the buoy and the cable can be easily located to within -0. I m. 

Geophysical Parameters 
The multiple offset data taken with MCS systems allows one to obtain estimates of the compressional velocities within the 
sediments. This is done by inverting the reflection hyperbola for a given shot (common shot point or CSP) or at a given 
point (common mid point of CMP). This technique works very well even though reflection times do not actually hyperbola 
for multi-layer case [I]. Compressional velocity estimates for data taken with the ultra-high frequency MCS system are 
presented in Figure 4. These data suggest that there is significant lateral variability in the uppermost sediment column 
although the absolute change in velocities is -5%. much smaller than we encounter with deeper probing systems. 

Figure 4. 

Another advantage of the multiple-offset data 1s that ~t IS poss~ble to place constraints on shear veloc~tles In the 
sedlments. Thls can be done uslng amplitude versus offset (AVO) analysls [7] or Ypectrum versus offset (SVO) [8] Both 
techniques were trled with these data, but to resolve the low shear veloc~t~es associated wlth these sedlments requlres a 
greater range of wavenumbers than 1s ava~lable wlth these data. 

Conclusions 
Modern digital seismic data processing techniques can be successfully applied to ultra-high frequency data (10's of kHz) 
when certain caveats are observed. Objects as small as 2.5 cm dia. were located to within -0.1 m relative to the system, 
and bathymetric features on the order of several cm were clearly imaged. This is despite the fact that the data were 
"blurred" somewhat by uncertainties in shot spacing. The data generally require rather sophisticated prestack imaging 
(migration or equivalently bearnforming) which is capable of incorporating strong source directivity. The use of robust 
estimators used in concert with the imaging algorithm provide significantly improved results. ' 

Relatively small variations in P-wave velocity, very precise knowledge of the recelver array relative to the source, and 
lack of surface multiples make these data generally easier to process (image) than conventional (10-80 Hz) data. To fully 
exploit the potential of ultra-high frequency MCS, improvements in the absolute positioning of the system and the relative 
shot to shot positioning are required. However, even with current limitations on positioning, our data show that significant 
improvements in sediment classification (physical properties) and identification of small objects on or beneath the seafloor 
can be had using MCS technology. 
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